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Abstract
This paper deals with the transmission-constrained multi-site combined heat and power (CHP)
problem and formulates it as a linear programming (LP) model with a special structure. CHP systems
are treated as an extension of power-only systems. Each site can be treated as a regional energy
system to supply both heat and power. Heat demand is satisfied by local production while power
demand can be satisfied by local generation plus power exchange over the power network. The
challenge of this problem is that power transmission needs to be coordinated with both power and
heat production in each site.
The transmission-constrained multi-site CHP system can be operated cost-efficiently according to
hourly demand forecast for heat and power by coordinating production and transmission activities
among different sites. An efficient network power Simplex algorithm is developed to this end.
Numerical experiments with realistic test data show that the algorithm is 7 to 360 (with average 30)
times faster than a commercial LP code.
Keywords: Linear programming; multi-site energy system; combined heat and power production;
power transmission network; energy optimization.
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1. Introduction
At present, fossil fuel depletion and mitigation of environmental impacts promote the improvement
of energy efficiency in energy production and use. According to IEA (International Energy Agency)
study on energy technology scenarios [1], improving energy efficiency contributes the largest share
among all options for CO2 emission reduction. Combined heat and power (CHP) production is a
proven energy-efficient technology. In CHP, electric power and heat are produced simultaneously in
a single integrated process, i.e., heat production and power production is interdependent in the CHP
plant as shown in Figure 2 later in Section 2. The energy efficiency of the traditional condensing
power plant is less than 40% while the overall efficiency of CHP production can be over 90% [2]
because CHP can utilize otherwise wasted heat. For a fossil fuel based CHP plant, improved energy
efficiency implies reduction of both fuel consumption and CO2 emission. For a renewable biofuel
based CHP plant, improved energy efficiency utilizes scarce biofuel more efficiently.

Currently, the deployment of CHP technology is not as extensive as it would be expected. CHP only
accounts for around 10% of global power production [3]. However, in several European countries
such as Denmark, Finland and the Netherlands, CHP technology has already contributed 30-50 % of
national power production [3]. The European Union (EU) strongly encourages deployment of CHP
technology [4] in conjunction with renewable energy sources (RES) such as wind, solar, geothermal
and biomass. Both CHP and RES are foundations for the EU’s energy policy for future low carbon
energy systems [5]. Also, other countries, also outside EU, have adopted different support
mechanisms to facilitate the deployment of CHP technologies [6]. It is expected that CHP systems
will be prevalent all over the word in the future. By 2050, in the EU’s high energy efficiency
scenario, CHP is expected to account for 26 % of total EU electricity production and nearly twothirds of energy input to CHP will be RES-based [7].

This paper studies the transmission-constrained multi-site CHP system shown in Figure 1. Power
transmission refers to long distance transportation of electricity over high voltage (HV) lines (e.g.
using the grid between cities or countries) [8]. Each site (Figure 1(a)) can contain any number of
CHP production units, plus separate power and heat production units to meet given demand of power
at power nodes and heat at heat nodes. Local distribution networks for power and heat are ignored in
the modelling. Power-only systems can be treated as a special case of CHP systems, without heat
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production and demand. On the other hand, the multi-site CHP systems can be viewed as an
extension of the multi-site power-only systems, see e.g. [9] and [10].
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Figure 1. A transmission-constrained multi-site CHP system

Nowadays, interconnected regional energy systems [11] are common due to economic and financial
benefits of interconnection [12]. Thus multi-site CHP systems can be interpreted in a broader
context. A regional energy system can be any local energy system. Also EU aims at integrating
national markets in the future to form the EU’s energy union that can guarantee secure, competitive,
reliable and low-carbon energy supply [13]. This means that interconnected systems will cover a
wider region. This paper focuses on connection at a relatively high level, e.g. municipal or national
level.

High penetration of intermittent RES into the power system has caused temporal and spatial
imbalance between power supply and demand [14] for some countries and regions. One viable
option to allow for higher utilization of RES is to coordinate power scheduling and power exchange
among different regions [11]. When compared with power-only systems, CHP systems provide
additional flexibility for achieving power grid balance. On one hand, the interdependence between
heat and power production for CHP plants can be utilized to influence power production of CHP
plants via adjusting heat production level [15] to accommodate more RES. On the other hand,
electricity can be directly used to satisfy heat demand via electricity-heat transformation facilities
such as heat pump to avoid or delay starting up heat demand driven CHP plants when there is large
RES production [16]. In conjunction with heat storage, more RES can be utilized. This is equivalent
to using heat storage to store electricity. It is known that heat storage is much cheaper than electric
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storage [17]. Notice that globally heat accounts for 47 % of end use of energy [5]. Therefore, it is
important to exploit the potential of CHP systems in balancing the power grid.
To the authors’ knowledge, there is no research addressing transmission-constrained multi-site CHP
systems. There are at least two reasons for this. Firstly, at present, penetration of CHP technology is
not as wide as expected, as mentioned above, and thus CHP is often ignored when dealing with
energy systems, especially with large-scale systems. Secondly, CHP systems are more complicated
than power-only systems because CHP introduces a coupling between heat and power generation.
This brings several challenges. On one hand, the coordination between heat and power generation is
needed even for the small system (e.g. single-site CHP [18]). On the other hand, for the multi-site
CHP system, power transmission is built upon the basis that heat demand in each site must be
satisfied by local production. This means that the power transmission must be coordinated with both
heat and power generation in each site. Also, it is difficult to dispatch CHP plants according to
marginal power production costs that depend on heat generation level. Recently, [19] proposed a
generic solution approach for the multi-site CHP system based on the decomposition framework,
where the marginal power production costs of a single-site CHP system are computed according to
parametric analysis [20]. Due to inherent inefficiency of parametric analysis, this approach is
difficult to apply to a large system with a moderate planning horizon.
This paper pursues efficient solution of the hourly transmission- constrained multi-site CHP system
in an integrated way. The hourly problem is the sub-problem of the unit commitment (UC) [21] that
determines how the power transmission network is modelled. In the multi-site power scheduling
context, the power transmission network is represented based on either DC (direct current) model [22]
or network flow model [23, 24] as used in [10]. For dealing with the CHP system, usually energy
flow and energy balance is focused without distinguishing between alternating current (AC) and DC
or voltage level. Thus, the power transmission network in the current study is modeled based on the
latter approach. Also, inherent coordination challenges for power transmission and power and heat
coupling in CHP plants justify this choice. Numerical experiments [21] showed that it is even
difficult to solve some daily scheduling instances of UC for the network flow model based
transmission-constrained 5-site CHP problem using the standard solver with 0.5% relative gap. The
efficient solution of the hourly model is important for at least two reasons. Firstly, for solving more
advanced problems incorporating UC [25, 26] or/and storage [27] for CHP systems in the multi-site
power scheduling context, different variants of hourly models need to be solved iteratively many
times for a given horizon (e.g. daily). Secondly, for dealing with uncertainties caused by intermittent
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RES based on stochastic optimization, multiple scenarios need to be evaluated for a given horizon. In
each scenario [28], a variant of scheduling problem mentioned in the first case needs to be solved.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. Firstly, it is the first attempt to deal with
the transmission-constrained multi-site CHP system that can cover a broad category of
interconnected energy systems. Secondly, the hourly model is formulated as a linear programming
(LP) model with a special structure. Thirdly, a specialized efficient two-stage network power
Simplex (NPS) algorithm is developed by jointly exploiting the special structure of CHP production
model [18, 29] and the network flow model [23, 24]. The first stage can provide an advanced
solution by solving an easy problem without power network. Finally, the efficiency of the algorithm
is evaluated according to realistic data and plant models of Finnish energy companies.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the hourly transmission-constrained multisite CHP system optimization model. Section 3 reviews the generic Revised Simplex algorithm with
upper bounds for solving LP problems. Section 4 presents the NPS algorithm. Section 5 presents
numerical experiments with realistic test models. The four appendices collect the procedure for
generic revised Simplex algorithm, sub-procedures for implementing NPS as well as a detailed pivot
process.
2. Problem formulation
The objective of the transmission-constrained multi-site CHP system optimization is to minimize
total heat and power production costs as well as power transmission costs while satisfying the heat
and power demand. The heat demand is met by local production while the power demand is met by
local generation and possible power transmission via a power network.
As shown in Figure 1(a), CHP production is a hybrid system, which may contain both thermal
processes such as condensing power plants and heat-only boilers as well as RES based technology
such as wind power, solar power and solar heat. Thermal processes can be based on fossil fuels,
nuclear energy and renewable biomass. CHP plants follow thermal processes. Considering the
geographical dispersion for different sites and high level (municipal, national) interconnections, in
practice, only the sites close to each other have a direct power transmission line connection and the
entire system is an interconnected system. The power network is modelled according to network
flow model [23, 24], similar to [10]. In the model, only power nodes in Figure 1 (a) are explicitly
considered and heat nodes are simply represented as the heat balance of the physical site. Two nodes
(regional power systems) are adjacent if they are connected by an arc (transmission line). These two
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nodes are called incident nodes of the arc [24]. Let d(j) denote the degree of node j, which is the
number of arcs incident on node j. The power transmission network in the current study is
bidirectional, i.e., if there is an arc from i to j, there is also an arc from j to i.

Figure 2 feasible region of a CHP plant (P= power; Q= heat; C= production cost) from [30]
For CHP modeling, we assume that plant characteristic is convex as in [29]. Figure 2 [30] shows the
feasible characteristic operating region of a convex plant. The corner points are called the extreme
points of the region. The convex characteristic can be represented as the convex combination of
extreme points [20]. It is worth mentioning that the convexity assumption is not as limiting as it
seems as described in [29]. In [31], it is mentioned that convexity assumption is sometimes justified
even when the plant characteristic is non-convex [32, 33]. In addition, power-only and heat-only
plants are treated as special cases of CHP plants with zero q- or p-component, respectively. It is also
possible that a CHP plant has some extreme points with zero q- and/or p-component. Our notation is
defined as follows:
Indices
i,j

site index,

(i,j)

power arc,

p, q

superscripts/subscripts or prefixes for power and heat in the system,

u

plant index.

Index sets
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Φ

set of generation and demand sites (nodes),

A

set of arcs A⊆ { (i,j) : i,j ∈ Φ, i≠ j },

J

set of extreme points of the operating regions of all plants ( J = Ui∈Φ J i ),

Ji

set of extreme points of the operating regions of plants at site i,

Ju

set of extreme points of the operating region of plant u,

U

set of all plants. ( J = Ui∈Φ U i ) ,

Ui

set of plants at site i∈Φ,

Parameters
extreme point j ∈ Ju of the operating region of plant u (cost, power, heat),

(cj ,pj, qj)
ci,j

transmission cost on arc (i,j),

ci , p ±

power surplus/slack cost at site i,

ci , q ±

heat surplus/slack cost at site i,

gi,j

capacity of arc (i,j),

Pi

power demand at site i,

Qi

heat demand at site i.

Decision variables
xj

decision variables used for encoding the operating level of each plant in terms of extreme
points of the operating region,

xi , q ±

heat surplus/slack quantity at site i,

xi , p ±

power surplus/slack quantity at site i,

yi,j

power flow on arc (i,j).

The hourly model is formulated as
Min

∑

j∈ J

c j x j + ∑i∈Φ (ci , q + xi , q + +ci , q − xi , q − + ci , p + xi , p + + ci , p − xi , p − ) + ∑(i , j )∈A ci , j yi , j

s.t.

∑x

= 1,

j

u∈U,

(1)

(2)

j∈Ju

∑q x
j

j∈J i
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∑p x
j

j∈J i

j

+

∑y

j ,i
{ j |( j , i )∈A}

−

∑y

i, j
{ j| ( i , j )∈A}

− xi , p + + xi , p − = Pi , i∈Φ,

(4)

x j ≥ 0,

j∈J,

(5)

xi , q ± , xi , p ± ≥ 0,

i∈Φ,

(6)

0 ≤ yi , j ≤ gi , j ,

(i, j) ∈ A,

(7)

In the above formulation, objective (1) is to minimize the total production and transmission cost as
well as possible power and heat surplus/slack penalty. Constraints (2) together with (5) represent the
convex combination of extreme points of the operating region of each plant. Constraints (3) state that
the heat demand in each site is met by local production. Constraints (4) state that the power demand
in each site is met by local generation and power exchange via power network. In both (3) and (4)
the surplus and slack variables for heat and power are introduced to guarantee that feasible solutions
exist for any levels of demand. Constraints (7) enforce transmission capacity constraints for each arc.
The major purpose of the power surplus/slack variables is to determine which site does not have
sufficient power generation capacity and which site has surplus power when the power transmission
network is absent. The power surplus/slack variables should be out of the basis when power
transmission network is present. From (3) and (4), it can be seen that there are |Φ | heat balances and
power balances, respectively. To distinguish between heat and power balances, for site j, the rows
corresponding to heat and power balances are called j(q)-rows and j(p)-rows, respectively.
Accordingly, constraints (2) corresponding to plants are called u-rows.
3. Generic revised simplex with upper bounds
A variant of Revised Simplex algorithm without upper bounds was applied in [29], while [18] used a
variant with upper bounds. Here arc capacities (7) need to be considered explicitly and thus the
variant with upper bounds is needed. The major purpose for this review is to introduce notation
which facilitates the presentation of NPS algorithm later. The canonical form of the LP problem is
min z = cx
s.t.
Ax = b,

(8)

0 ≤ x ≤ xmax,
where z is the linear objective function to be minimized in terms of the variable vector x and c is the
row vector of cost coefficients, A is the m×n constraint matrix (m and n refer to the number of
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constrains and number of variables, respectively). b is the right-hand-side vector, and xmax is the
upper bound vector for decision variables. In this formulation, possible slack and surplus variables
are included in x.

For solving the problem using Simplex, A, x and c are partitioned as

 xB 
A = [B | N], x =  N  , c = [cB | cN],
x 

(9)

where B is the non-singular basis matrix, N is the non-basic matrix, xB is the vector of basic variables,
xN is the vector of non-basic variables, and cB and cN are the cost coefficients for the basic and nonbasic variables. In a basic solution, the non-basic variables are set at either their lower bounds (zero)
or at their upper bounds (xmax), then the values for the basic variables are determined so that the
constraints are satisfied, i.e.,
xB = B-1(b-NxN) = B-1β,
β= b-NxN.

(10)
(11)

The basic solution is feasible when the basic variables are within their bounds 0≤xB≤xB,max (any nonbasic variable is by definition feasible as it is on its either bound). Introducing row vector π , called
dual values of the constraints, such that

π = cBB-1,

(12)

and substituting xB and π into the objective function yields
z = cBxB + cNxN = πb + dxN,

(13)

d = cN - πN

(14)

where πb is a constant and

is the row vector of the reduced costs for non-basic variables. The reduced costs indicate how z
changes when non-basic variables are moved away from their bounds while maintaining all the
constraints valid. The solution is optimal if the optimality condition holds
dj ≥ 0 for all non-basic variables that are at their lower bound and
dj ≤ 0 for all non-basic variables that are at their upper bound.
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Any non-basic variable that does not satisfy the optimality condition will improve the objective
function value when entering the basis. If the value of a non-basic variable x Nj is changed by ∆x Nj ,
then, according to (10), the basic variable vector changes by − y∆x Nj , where we have introduced the
pivot column
y = B-1 N•j,

(15)

and N•j is the column vector corresponding to x Nj in A.

The maximum allowed change ∆x Nj for the entering variable must be chosen such that the feasibility
of all basic variables is maintained, i.e.,

0 ≤ x B − y∆x Nj ≤ x B , max .

(16)

and one of the basic variables reaches its either bound, i.e., leaves the basis.
The generic Revised Simplex algorithm is presented in Appendix A.

4. Network Power Simplex
The network power Simplex (NPS) follows the paradigm of the generic revised Simplex algorithm
with upper bounds. The algorithm identifies the special structure of the basis by combining the
special structure of the multi-site CHP production model [29] with the special structure of network
flow model [23, 24] in order to compute the vectors xB, π, and y efficiently. In principle, xB, π, and y
are solved from the equation systems:
BxB = β

(17)

πB = cB,

(18)

By = N•j.

(19)

For the current problem, two important issues need to be handled. The first one is to decompose B
into smaller blocks so that the equation systems can be solved efficiently, as was done in [18] and
[29] for problems with different structures. The second one is to handle the coupling of flow
variables between two sites in the computational process so that the coupling issue can also be
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addressed efficiently. The major motivation for exploiting the structure of the basis is to speed up
the solution process by avoiding manipulation of the inverse of the large matrix. In the following,
we describe the structure of the model and the basis.
4.1 Structure of the model
Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the model. Subscripts 1, ...,|Φ| refer to demand sites, where each
site has both heat and power balances. The structure of the u-row and the j(q)-row is the same as that
in [29] because constraints (2) and (3) remain the same. The structure of the j(p)-row introduces
coupling between two sites by flow variables (constraints (4)). A-matrix remains sparse, as that in
[29], because each column for the flow variables contains only two non-zero coefficients. The
number of rows in the A-matrix of the LP problem is m = |U|+2|Φ| and the number of columns is n =
|J|+2|Φ|+nf , where nf = Σj∈Φ d(j) is total number of flow variables. Both power network (j(p)-rows)
and CHP production constraints (u-rows) have a special structure. This means that it is possible to
implement Simplex algorithm more efficiently if coupling between production and transmission
systems is handled properly.
4.2 Structure of the basis
As shown in Figure 4, the overall structure of basis B is almost the same as that in [29]. The major
changes are reflected in two aspects because of the introduction of flow variables. Firstly, the
structure and size of D (v × v) changes significantly as shown later in (29)-(31), where |Φ|+1≤ v ≤
4|Φ|. Secondly, the dimensions of pB , qB and matrix 0 between qB and pB will be changed. The
B is formed by rearranging the rows and columns of B to facilitate exploiting the structure for
solving the equation systems (17)-(19) efficiently.

For u-rows and j(q)-rows, the choices of basic variables are the same as those in [29], while the
choices of j(p)-row basic variables are different. The u-row basic variables are from plant u. The
j(q)-row basic variables can be either from the plant at site j or heat surplus/slack variables x j , q ± .
For the j(p)-row basic variables, there are three possibilities: from the plant at site j, from power
surplus/slack variables x j , p ± and from flow variables incident at site j. Consequently, each plant u
can contribute one to three basic variables.
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Figure 3. Structure of integrated multi-site CHP production and power transmission problem
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1
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M
-1

M

M

-1 P|Φ|

I (( m − µ − v )×( m − µ − v ))

q

B

0(( m − µ − v )× µ )

0 (( m − µ − v )×v )

I (±µ× µ )

0( µ ×v)

0(ν × µ )

D(ν ×ν )

0((ν −|Φ|) ×( m − µ −ν ))

pB
Figure 4. The structure of the basis
The left upper corner I (( m − µ − v )×( m − µ − v )) diagonal matrix corresponds to the structure of partial u-row basic
variables when plant u contributes only one basic variable. The middle I (±µ× µ ) diagonal matrix
corresponds to the case when q(j)-row basic variables are from heat surplus /slack variable x j , q ± and
j(p)-row basic variables are from the flow variable. The right bottom D(ν ×ν ) matrix corresponds to two
cases according to the choices of q(j)- row basic variables. The first case: the q(j)-row basic variables
are from heat surplus /slack variable x j , q ± , and the j(p)-row basic variables are not flow variables. The
second case: the q(j)-row basic variables are from plants, and j(p)-row basic variables can have three
possibilities as just discussed. According to Figure 4, B can be written as below.

I
B =  E1
E 2

I±
0


,

D

(20)

The formulae for computing π and y are the same as those in [29]. These formulae are still needed to
present the NPS algorithm later. To compute π, π and cB are partitioned into three parts and equation
(18) can be written as
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[π 1

π2

I
π 3 ]  E1
E 2

I±
0


 = cB
1

D

[

c2B

]

c3B .

(21)

The π3, π2, and π1 are obtained in sequence from

π3D = c3B ,

(22)

π2 =± c2B ,

(23)

π1 = c1B - π2E1- π3E2.

(24)

Computing π3 requires solving an equation system involving D. π2 can be computed independently and
trivially. After that, π1 can be obtained trivially.
Similarly, to compute y, y and N•j are partitioned into three parts and equation (19) can be written as
I
E
 1
E 2

I±
0

  y1   N • j1 
 y  =  N  .
 2   • j2 
D  y3   N • j 3 

(25)

Then y1, y2 and y3 are obtained in sequence
y1= N•j1,

(26)

y2 = ±( N•j2 – E1y1),

(27)

Dy3 = N•j3 – E2 y1.

(28)

The two first parts of y can be computed trivially. Computing y3 requires solving an equation system
involving D. The xB is solved from (17) similarly as y but with β as the right hand side instead of N•j. For
incremental basis update (Section D. 3.1 in Appendix D), there is a slight difference between calculating
xB and y as shown in Section D.3.2.
It is clear that the essence of NPS deals with the issue of how to solve the v×v equation systems (22) and
(28) involving D. Next, the structure of D is explored and then the algorithm for solving (22) and (28) is
presented.
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4.3 Structure of D
The size of D is not the sole factor to affect the complexity of solving equation systems involving D. If
no flow variables are in the basis, the size of D can be 4|Φ|×4|Φ| because the maximal size of matrix
block related to D for the individual site is 4 × 4, as discussed in [18] and illustrated in (29) (the second
block). However, this case corresponds to the easiest situation when there is no coupling between sites.
Each individual site can be solved by PS [18]. As the number of basic flow variables increases, the D
evolves into structure (30), where certain sites are coupled by basic flow variables at the j(p)-row. In the
matrix, the elements in yellow correspond to the pivot elements for the corresponding rows. The
possible smallest size for D is (|Φ|+1) × (|Φ|+1), which corresponds to the case where there are (|Φ|-1)
basic flow variables and one non-flow basic variable at the j(p)-row is surplus/slack variable and all
basic variables at the j(q)-row are surplus/slack variables. This is equivalent to the pure network case
[23, 24], which is also a relatively easy case to solve. Coupling between production and transmission is
the major issue for handling D efficiently. In the following, the pattern of basic flow variables is
discussed. In (29) and (30), j(.) denotes rearranged sites.
It is known that the structure of the feasible flow variables for the pure network problem is a tree [23,
24], which includes all of nodes for the problem. A tree is a connected graph with no cycles. For linear
network optimization problem involving flow variables, the pattern of feasible basic flow variables
should have a tree-like non-cyclic structure because basic variables must be independent of each other to
guarantee non-singularity of the basis.
For the current problem the pattern of feasible basic flow variables should be a forest [34], as shown in
Figure 5(a). The forest consists of multiple disjoint trees. In Figure 5(a), there are three trees, and the
nodes marked in grey are the root nodes. A root node has at least two functions. Firstly, it is the starting
node for constructing a tree (Algorithm C.2 in Appendix C). Secondly, in the optimization problem, it is
a reference node for calculating the dual values of the remaining nodes (π in (18)) because each node has
a unique path to the root node. A path is a sequence of nodes connected by arcs [24].
There are two differences between the pure network optimization in [23, 24] and the power network in
the current study. Firstly, all variables in the pure network optimization are flow variables while the
variables in the current problem contain both production variables and flow variables because all nodes
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D=

±1

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
(1)
( 2)
( 3)
q j (τ ) q j (τ ) q j (τ ) q (j4(τ) )

O
1
1
1
(1)
( 2)
q j (τ −τ 1 ) q j (τ −τ 1 ) q(j3(τ) −τ 1 )

O
1
1
0
(1)
( 2)
q j (τ −τ 2 ) q j (τ −τ 2 ) ± 1
1
1
0
(1)
( 2)
q j (τ −τ 2 −1) q j (τ −τ 2 −1) 0
(29)
0

±1

p (j1()τ ) p (j 2(τ) ) p (j3(τ) ) p (j 4(τ) )
O

p (j1()τ −τ 1 ) p (j 2(τ) −τ 1 ) p (j3(τ) −τ 1 )
O

p(j1()τ −τ 2 ) p(j 2(τ) −τ 2 ) 0
p (j1()τ −τ 2 −1) p (j2(τ) −τ 2 −1) ± 1
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have generation capability. Secondly, the pure network optimization with ω nodes (thus ω constraints)
has only ( ω-1) independent constraints because one constraint can be represented as the linear
combination of remaining constraints according to the requirements of flow balance. Consequently,
there are only ( ω-1) basic (flow) variables. For the current problem, ω nodes correspond to ω
independent power balances and thus must have ω basic variables.

Figure 5. Pattern of feasible basic flow variables for a 15-site problem
Lemma 1. The pattern for basic feasible flow variables for the current problem assumes a tree or a forest
structure as shown in Figure 5 (a). Each tree contains exactly one node whose basic variable at the j(p)row is not a flow variable.
Proof: Assume that a tree consists of ω nodes and the number of arcs (flow variables) in the tree should
be ω-1. There are ω j(p)-rows corresponding to ω nodes. Thus, the basis must contain ω basic
variables. This means that one basic variable must be non-flow variables.
It can be seen from Lemma 1 that there exists exactly one node whose basic variable is not a flow
variable in a tree. This node is an ideal candidate for the root node for several reasons though other
nodes can also act as a root node. Firstly, it is easy to identify this node and know beforehand how many
trees are contained in the basis (refer to Algorithm B.1 in Appendix B). Secondly, π values of this node
can be computed independently (see Algorithm C.1 in Appendix C). Finally, this node can guarantee
the connection of nodes within the tree and separation between trees. Consequently, the D decomposes
into multiple independent sites and multiple disjoint site clusters. Each site cluster is associated with a
tree.
D = [D1 L Dθ

]

Γ1 L Γ ρ ,
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where θ is the number of independent sites and ρ the number of non-degenerate trees with |Γi |≥ 2
(i=1,…, ρ) in D, θ +ρ =|Φ|-Σi (|Γi |-1), 0 ≤ θ ≤ |Φ|. For the example shown in Figure 5 (a), let |Φ|= 15,
then θ =2 and ρ=3. |Γ1 |=2, |Γ2 |=4, and |Γ3 |= 7. There are two independent sites: 1 and 3. For the
independent sites, π3 and y3 can be obtained efficiently by using the procedure in PS [18]. The major
issue in computing π3 and y3 is how to handle the tree efficiently.
Based on the basis structure (20), D is the only block that introduces possible coupling in the basis. If D
is decomposable, then the basis can decompose following the structure of D. Therefore, B can be
represented as
B = [B1 L B θ

]

Λ1 L Λ ρ ,

(32)

where Λ i (i= 1,…, ρ) is a component of B associated with tree Γi.

1
q

(1)
j s (1)

q

1

1

(2)
j s (1)

(3)
j s (1)

q

1
q

(1)
js ( 2)

1
q

( 2)
js ( 2)

Γs =

1

1

(33)

q (j1s)(3) q (j2s ()3)

-1

p (j1s )(1) p (j2s ()1) p (j3s )(1)

1

1

p (j1s )( 2 ) p (j2s ()2 )
p (j1s )(3) p (j2s )(3)

1
-1
-1

The tree can be dynamically identified by first identifying the root of the tree (see Algorithm B.1 in
Appendix B). The root is determined by checking the incident nodes for the basic flow variable. If the
basic variable for one incident node is not a flow variable, then this node is the root node. For a given
root, a variant of the depth-first search (DFS) algorithm [23] (Algorithm B.2 in Appendix B) is used to
identify the remaining nodes in the tree. DFS traverses the tree, starting at the root and exploring the tree
as far as possible before backtracking. On the path from the root to node j, node i visited immediately
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before node j is called the predecessor of node j. The connection of the nodes in the tree is uniquely
determined if the predecessors of the nodes are known.
To exhibit a given tree (Γs ) structure, the indices of rows and columns of B are rearranged. Without loss
of generality, let ωs denote the number of nodes (sites) in a tree and js(i) (i =1,…, ωs) the nodes in the
tree, where js(1) is the root. Let Rs denote α × α (α = 2, 3, 4) matrix of js(1) ((29) shows five cases for
Rs.) Matrix (33) shows one possible tree structure for the tree in Figure 5(b). The size of matrix mΓs =

α+2×2+(ωs-1)=10. Let γs(i) be the predecessor of js(i) on the path from the root to js(i), and ds(i) the
degree of js(i). For Figure 5(b), ωs= 4, js =[8,5,6,7], γs =[-1,8,8,6] and ds =[2,1,2,1].
Therefore, for solving (22) and (28) efficiently, it is essential to efficiently solve equations associated
with the tree.
4.4 Solving equations systems associated with Γs

Solving the equations system associated with a tree is crucial for solving equation systems (17) – (19).
The solution efficiency of the tree determines the solution efficiency of the NPS algorithm. The detailed
algorithm procedures are presented in Appendix C. The main idea of the algorithm is to determine the
sequence of solving small matrix blocks so that π3 and y3 associated with the tree can be determined in
sequence based on values of π3 and y3 that have been determined. According to Algorithm C.1 in
Appendix C, the sequence for obtaining π3 is to solve α rows of the root node first, then the js(p)-row
associated with flow variables at sites js(i) (i=2,…, ωs) and finally the corresponding js(q)-row and usrow of sites js(i) (i=2,…, ωs). The above sequence justifies the selection of the root node as discussed in
Section 4.3 because the dual values associated with the node can be obtained independently. According
to Algorithm C.2 in Appendix C, the sequence of obtaining y3 takes the inverse order of obtaining π3.

The algorithms mainly rely on proper indexing to implement special structure. Taking the tree in (33) as
an example, if π3=[π3,1, π3,2, π3,3, π3,4, π3,5, π3,6, π3,7, π3,8, π3,9, π3,10], then c3=[c3,1, c3,2, c3,7, c3,3, c3,4, c3,5,
c3,6, c3,8, c3,9, c3,10], y3=[ y3,1, y3,2, y3,7, y3,3, y3,4, y3,5, y3,6, y3,8, y3,9, y3,10]T and λ3= [λ3,1, λ3,2, λ3,3, λ3,4, λ3,5,

λ3,6, λ3,7, λ3,8, λ3,9, λ3,10]T. It is worth paying attention to the positions of c3,7 and y3,7 in vectors c3 and
y3, respectively.
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4.5 Pivot for forming a non-singular basis and incremental basis update

Any entering variable from one site can cause the row from the different site to leave because flow
variables couple between different sites. The pivot is more complicated than single-site CHP production
optimization [18] and multi-site CHP production optimization [29]. The detailed pivot process is
described in Section D.2 in Appendix D. Two ways of basis update can be considered. One is called full
(normal) basis update where the basis is updated considering all sites. The other is called incremental
basis update where the basis is updated only considering the sites affected by the pivot. For detailed
information, refer to Section D.3 in Appendix D.
4.6 Network Power Simplex (NPS) algorithm
Two NPS algorithms are developed. The first one is the direct adaption of Algorithm A (a generic
Simplex algorithm in Appendix A), called DNPS. The second one, called TNPS, applies a two-stage
approach. In the first stage, the problem without power network is considered. Each individual site is
solved by PS [18] to obtain an advanced solution. If all sites have surplus electric power or lack of
power, the solution is optimal to the original problem. Otherwise, the second stage is used to solve the
original problem with power network using the same Simplex procedure as DNPS applies. In this case,
the solution for the first-stage problem can be treated as the initial solution for NPS algorithm.

Algorithm 1 DNPS algorithm
Step 1. Initialization: start from some feasible solution (9) by considering only plant variables and
surplus/slack variables.

Step 2. Identify decomposable structure of the basis B= [B1 L B θ

Σ1 L Σ ρ ] according to

basic variables at the j(p)-row based on algorithms B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B.
Step 3. Calculate xB (10) from (17) according to PS [18] for site 1 to θ, and procedures described in (26)
to (28) and Algorithm C.2 in Appendix C for tree 1 to ρ; Calculate π from (18) according to PS
[18] for site 1 to θ, and procedures described in (22) to (24) and Algorithm C.1 in Appendix C
for tree 1 to ρ; Calculate d (14).
Step 4. Find a variable x Nj to enter the basis such that z improves. The condition is dj<0 (>0) for
variables at lower (upper) bound. If there is no such variable, stop with optimal xB.
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Step 5. Compute the pivot column y from (19) according to PS [18] for site from 1 to θ, and procedures
described in (26) to (28) and Algorithm C.2 in Appendix C for tree 1 to ρ.
Step 6. Find the variable to leave the basis such that feasibility is maintained. The leaving variable is
the one that according to (16) reaches its upper or lower bound first when the entering variable
is moved away from its bound. If there is no such variable, stop with an unbounded solution.
Step 7. Update the basis and go to Step 2.
Algorithm 2 TNPS algorithm
Step 1. Solve site 1 to |Φ| without transmission network using PS [18], if all sites have power surplus or
lack power, stop with the optimal solution; otherwise, continue to Step 2.
Step 2. Repeat Steps 2 to 7 of Algorithm 1.

Both the DNPS and TNPS algorithms can adopt the incremental basis update scheme described in
Section D. 3.1 in Appendix D. The way to solve the equation systems (17)-(19) is described in D.3.2 in
Appendix D.

5. Computational experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness of the two- stage network Power Simplex (TNPS) algorithm, two versions
of the algorithms were implemented. The first version (TNPS1) and the second version (TNPS2)
adopted the full and incremental basis update schemes, respectively as described in Section D.3 in
Appendix D. The first-stage (F-TNPS) algorithm is PS [18] as described in Algorithm 2. Accordingly,
two versions, DNPS1 and DNPS2 of ordinary NPS algorithms (Algorithm 1, directly solving the
original problem) corresponding to TNPS1 and TNPS2 were implemented, called. ILOG CPLEX 12.5
[35] was used as a benchmark.

All algorithms (TNPS1, TNPS2, DNPS1, and DNPS2) were implemented in C++ in the Microsoft
Visual Studio 2011 environment. All test runs were carried out on a 2.67 GHz Core CPU with 4 GB
RAM under Windows 7 Operating System. It seemed that no degenerate case was observed for the
tested instances. In case of degeneracy, a bound-shifting technique similar to that by [36] could be
applied.
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5.1 Test instances
For test problems, we generated a total of 30 sites. Each site had its own generation facilities and heat
and power demands. The generation facilities in each site were aggregated to 10 to 20 plants by type of
plant and managed by the regional energy company. The heat and power demand and plant models were
based on the history data of Finnish energy companies, similar to [29]. The CHP models were a slightly
perturbed versions of rea-life plant models. Hourly power demand varied from 80 to 1100 MW and
hourly heat demand from 100 to 1350 MW. The ratio of heat and power demand ranged from 0.25 to
3.5 on hourly basis and from 0.99 to 1.1 on yearly average. Energy companies in different sites operated
independently. To form an interconnected system, it was assumed that two sites i and j have direct
transmission line connection if 1≤ |i-j| ≤3 as shown in Figure 1(b). Power transmission cost could be
treated as the fee that regional generation companies pay the owner of transmission lines according to
transferred quantities and congestion status of transmission lines. Generation facilities included separate
plants for providing heat and power and CHP plants. 12 test problems were formed by choosing
different number of sites |Φ|=3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30. For each test problem, we derived
4 variants with different structures for transmission cost and arc capacity to evaluate the impact of the
symmetry for transmission cost and arc capacity on the performance of the algorithm. Consequently, a
total of 48 test instances were generated. For arc ij, the transmission cost is symmetric if ci,j = cj,i and arc
capacity is symmetric if gi,j = gj,i . Let S and R denote symmetry and randomness, respectively. Pair ‘SR’
indicates that the transmission cost is symmetric while the arc capacity is not. For example, 3SR –site
denotes a 3-site problem with “SR” structure for the transmission cost and arc capacity. Transmission
costs and capacities of arcs were generated according to uniform distributions R[a,b]. The range of
transmission costs was [5, 30] €/MW, and the range of arc capacities was [100, 300] MW. Table 1
shows the dimensions of the 12 test problems.
5.2 Computational results
A sequence of 8760 hourly models were solved by means of TNPS1, TNPS2, DNPS1, DNPS2 and
CPLEX. This is a yearly planning problem without dynamic constraints. Average results were calculated
according to the 12 test instances with a specific transmission cost and arc capacity structure.

For evaluating the impact of the symmetry of transmission cost and capacity, we solved a total of 48 test
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instances with 4 structures (RR, RS, SR, and SS) for the transmission cost and arc capacity. According
to results, it seems that the RR structure is, on the average, the most difficult one based on the solution
time. Introducing the symmetry for the transmission cost or /and arc capacity can reduce the difficulty of
the problem for all algorithms. On the average, the solution time can be reduced by 3-13% for CPLEX,
3-9% for TNPS2 and 5-9% for DNPS2. However, since CPU time per iteration for NPS (TNPS1,
TNPS2, DNPS1 and DNPS2) and CPLEX assume non-linear patterns (as illustrated in Figure 6), there is
no definite influence pattern. In the following, due to space limits, we only report the results with the
RR structure.

Table 1 Dimensions of 12 test problems
Model
3-site
4-site
5-site
6-site
7-site
8-site
9-site
10-site
15-site
20-site
25-site
30-site

Sites
|Φ |
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
15
20
25
30

Plants
|U|
39
57
73
88
100
114
131
145
216
298
382
452

Constraints Variables Flow variables
m
n
nf
45
301
6
65
444
12
83
549
18
100
659
24
114
776
30
130
875
36
149
1003
42
165
1133
48
246
1696
78
338
2340
108
432
2997
138
512
3621
168

Table 2 gives the solution time (CPU time) for all the algorithms and average number of iterations per
hourly model. Figure 6 shows the patterns for the CPU time per iteration for F-TNPS (PS), TNPS and
CPLEX based on the RR structure. The pattern for the CPU time per iteration for DNPS is similar to that
for TNPS but it is not shown in the figure.
The solutions of the first-stage problem indicate that there is no coordination between regional systems
at different sites. The numerical results show the coordination (the solution of the problem under study)
can reduce cost by 5 % on the average even though a high transmission cost is imposed. This justifies
the economic benefit of interconnection [12]. In the following, we focus on the solution efficiency of the
algorithm.
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Table 2 Solution (CPU) time and iterations per hourly model
Model

3RR-site
4RR-site
5RR-site
6RR-site
7RR-site
8RR-site
9RR-site
10RR-site
15RR-site
20RR-site
25RR-site
30RR-site
Avg

CPU
F-TNPS TNPS
TNPS1
0.647
1.42
0.865
2.45
1.02
3.26
1.29
5.64
1.52
6.20
1.70
8.35
1.93
8.68
2.14
10.63
3.40
26.63
4.64
49.73
6.43
95.14
8.20
157.8
2.82
34.05

DNPS
TNPS2 DNPS1 DNPS2
1.45
2.55
2.00
2.30
4.60
3.59
2.66
5.93
4.88
4.71
9.90
8.02
5.82
13.21 10.84
6.79
20.37 15.16
7.31
21.03 16.09
8.31
26.72 21.00
21.40
72.86 61.37
40.66
146.8 123.5
78.86
302.2 259.7
134.5
536.4 489.3
28.48
105.5 92.13

Iterations per hourly model
CPLEX F-TNPS TNPS DNPS CPLEX
371.8
412.4
550.9
606.3
639.4
692.8
743.5
997.1
786.0
1148.4
1298.4
1606.2
861.9

38.2
50.3
57.4
72.7
85.0
94.1
102.8
112.9
172.1
216.7
282.8
343.7
135.7

51.2
69.3
79.7
108.2
121.6
135.8
141.2
152.8
234.9
287.3
376.6
451.6
184.2

48.8
66.1
75.9
102.2
115.7
129.4
134.4
145.9
222.3
272.4
355.7
426.9
174.6

80.5
124.5
162.9
191.5
230.5
252.5
282.6
317.6
478.0
633.3
800.8
964.5
376.6

Figure 6 CPU time per iteration (μs) as a function of number of constraints (m) or number of sites (|Φ|)
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From the CPU time shown in columns F-TNPS, TNPS1 and TNPS2 of Table 2, it can be seen that the
first-stage problem is much easier to solve than the original problem though the size difference for these
two problems is not big (m is the same and difference between n is nf). The share of solution time for the
first-stage problem consistently decreases as the number of sites increases, from nearly 50% for 3-site
test problems to about 5% for 30-site problems. The same observation can be found for the pattern for
CPU time per iteration in Figure 6. CPU time per iteration for F-TNPS is small and assumes a linear
pattern with respect to the number of constraints (m), while CPU time per iteration for TNPS is large and
increases much faster as m increases. It is worth mentioning that it is the coupling between production
and transmission that contributes to the complexity of the original problem. Therefore, the complexity of
the problem cannot be judged purely by m×n. This can be explained from two perspectives. Firstly, in
Figure 6, the pattern of CPU time per iteration against the number of sites is similar to that against m.
Secondly, from Table 2, it can be seen that the solution time for the first-stage 30-site problem is close to
that for 8-site original problem but the size for the former is much larger than for the latter.

According to Table 2, TNPS is on the average 3 times faster (TNPS1 against DNPS1 and TNPS2 against
DNPS2) than DNPS though the number of iterations for TNPS is a little larger than that for DNPS.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the solution obtained from solving the first-stage easy problem is
not far away from the true optimum for the original problem. On the average, the relatively gap is 5%.
Secondly, on the average, about 30% of iterations were spent for solving the harder second-stage
(original) problem with the power network. When compared to CPLEX, TNPS is 10 (30-site problem) to
260 (3-site problem) times faster for the RR structure. On the average, TNPS1 is 25 times faster and
TNPS2 is 30 times faster. For test instances with other structures for transmission cost and arc capacity,
the average ratio remains more or less the same but the range changes. The largest ratio can be 360 for
the 3-site instance and the smallest ratio is 7 for the 30-site instance. It seems that the CPLEX gains
advantage as the problem size increases. This can be explained by the CPU time per iteration for
CPLEX in Figure 6. The CPU time per iteration for CPLEX has tendency to decrease as m increases.

Finally, we evaluate the contributions of the incremental basis updates to the solution efficiency.
According to Table 2, on the average TNPS improves the solution efficiency about 15% over DNPS.
This improvement is not as big as expected. On one hand, incremental updates need recording the
detailed information related to the pivot as mentioned in Section D.3 of Appendix D and thus incur some
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bookkeeping overhead. For example, TNPS2 performs even worse than TNPS1 for the 3-site problem.
On the other hand, in some iteration, the tree associated with the sites affected by the pivot contains
many nodes. In this case, the benefit of the incremental updates is marginal.
6. Conclusion
Current design, planning and policy-making methodologies place too much emphasis on the role of
electric power while the potential of equally important heat is ignored to a large extent. Heat accounts
for 47% of final global energy demand [5]. To address power grid balance issues caused by large
penetration of intermittent RES, such as solar and wind power, combined heat and power (CHP) systems
(as compared with power-only systems) provide additional flexibility to influence electric power by
adjusting heat production level [15] in CHP plants, by using electricity to satisfy heat demand and by
using cheap heat storage [17] (as compared with electric storage) to accommodate more RES. Also an
increasing interconnection of regional energy systems provides opportunities to coordinate energy
scheduling among regions.

This paper has formulated the hourly transmission-constrained multi-site CHP system optimization
problem as a linear programming (LP) model with a special structure and developed an efficient twostage network Power Simplex (NPS) algorithm by exploiting the structure of the model. The numerical
experiments with realistic data justify the efficiency of the algorithm. NPS is 7 to 360 (average 30)
times faster than the CPLEX code. This will lay foundation for efficiently addressing more advanced
CHP systems incorporating different types of storages and unit commitment to achieve high utilization
of RES and for addressing investment planning for large CHP systems considering the intermittent RES,
similar to large power-only systems [37].
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